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Abstract

2. Observations a nd Data
Re duction

1. Int roduction

We report second-timescale infrared photometry of the nova V1674 Her using Palomar Gattini -lR

3. Re sults

(PGIR). These observations constitute the first infrared and highest temporal resoluticn data (resolution
4. Co nclusion

of =0.84 s) of the nova reported to da te. PGIR observed in this fast readout mode for more than an
hour on t hree nights between 3 and 6 days after d iscovery. We searched for periodic varia bility using a
Lomb-Sca rgle periodogram and did not detect anything down to a three sigma upper limit of 0.093
mag. This suggests that the periodic variability detected in the nova by Patterson et 21. was lower by at
least a factor of about 1.65 in the first week of t he eruption.
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1. Introduction
V1674 Her (Nova Her 2021) was discovered by Seiji Ueda (Kushiro, Hokkaido, Japan) on 2021 June
12.5484 UT at an unfiltered CCD magnitude of 8.4 mag. According to observations re:)orted to AAVSO,
V1674 Her rose to reach a peak visual brightness of V = 6 mag on 2021 June 12.9 UT before fading
rapidly at a rate of ~ 2 mag in approximately a day. This nova has sparked interest d ue" to its short t2
timescale (the time to decay by 2 visual magnitudes from peak brightness) of about 1.2 da ys, leading
to studies in multiple wavelengths (e.g., Aydi et al. 2Q2l Munari et al. 2Q21; Page e t al. ZQ21; Quimby et
a1. 2Q21; Sokolovsky et al. 2Q21; Woodward et al. 2Q21).
In this Research Note we report the first infrared photometric observations of V1674 Her. Our data are
the highest temporal resolution reported to date, obtained with Palomar Gattini-lR (FGIR). Located at
Palomar Observatory, PGIR uses a small, 30cm, J- band telescope with a field of view of 25 square
deg rees and a pixel scale of 8~'7. Under normal operations, PGIR is capable of imagin:;J about 7500
squa re degrees every night to a median depth of about J = 15.7 AB mag outside t he Galactic plane
(Moore & Kasliwal 2Q12; De et al. 2..02Q.b). A specialized fast readout mode allows for rapid (exposu re
time =0.84 s) and continuous (duty cycle = 100%) exposures, a llowing one to study very fast time
domain phenomena which change over timescales as short as a few seconds (De et al. .2.Q.2Qa).

2. Observations and Data Reduction
Observations of V1674 Her were taken using t he fast readout mode of PGIR. The source was placed in
the lower left quadrant of t he detector which provides the best image quality and sensitivity (De et al.
2Q2Q.b). Observations were acquired on 2021 June 15, 16, and 18 UT. 7921, 5454, and 5130 images

were taken on the three nights respectively.
The data were reduced by performing dark subtraction, flat-field ing, astrometry, and photometry as
described in De et a l. (.202Q_a). We performed aperture photometry using a rad ius of 3 pixels, as well as
a n annulus radius and width of 11.5 pixels and 3.5 pixels respectively in order to avoid contamination
from background sources. We also attempted point-spread function (PSF) photometry at the position
of the nova by multiplying the best fit PSF model with the reduced image. However, the derived
photometry appea red to show residuals correlated with the fractional pixel loca tion of the nova. These
residuals were found to arise out of time-varying partial leakage of the nova flux into neighboring
pixels as the source drifted across the detector due to imperfect tracking of the telescope. These
residuals were not observed in aperture photometry since aperture photometry sums up a ll of the flux
in a conservatively large ra dius.

3. Results
Fig ure 1 shows ou r PGIR light curve for V1674 Her, including data from both the normal survey
operations and fast readout mode. The insets showcase the second timescale resolut on achieved by
the fast readout mode. We have removed periods of excess noise caused by the passage of artificial
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satellites and blurring caused by small telescope slews during the observation. A rise of about 0.1 mag
can be seen in the left inset, the cause of which is uncertain. This rise was not detected in a ny random
test stars surrounding the nova.
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Figure 1. The light curve ofV1674 Her based solely on data taken from PGIR observations. The
blue points mark the data take n during PGIR's normal operations while the red points mark the
data taken using PGIR's Fast Readout Mode, which are highlighted in the inserts. The left inset
highlights data taken on UTC 2021 June 15, the midd le inset highlights data taken on UTC 2021
June 16, and the right inset highlights data taken on UTC 2021 June 18. The arrows represent
upper limits of data with signaHo-noise ratios lower than 3.0. (The data used to ceate this
figure are ~

-)

Download figure:
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We computed a Lom b-Scarg le periodogram of the data on each of the t hree epochs to search for
possible periodic variability. We did not find evidence of a significant frequency peak in the
periodoqram. Patterson et al. (.2Q21) detected variability with a pe riod of 8.4 minutes, consistent with
the period reported in the archival light curve of the quiescent counterpart by Mroz et al. (2Q2.1). We
do not detect variability with this period in our analysis. However, Patterson et al. (.2Qll) reported that
the amplitude of the oscillations increased with time after the outburst, and our observations
constitute the earliest fast photometry of this source (within a week of the e ruption). We attempted to
fold our data at the 8.4 minutes period and derived a three sigma upper limit on the o/a riability of
0.093 mag.

4. Co nclusion
We report photometry on the order of seconds of V1674 Her using PGIR. We obtained a total 18505
images of t he nova over the course of three nights. We searched for periodic variability of the source
using a Lomb-Scargle periodogram, and we did not detect anything down to a three sigma upper limit
of 0.093 mag. This suggest s that t he periodic variability detected in the nova by Patterson et al. (2Q21.)
was lower by at least a factor of about 1.65 in the fi rst week of the eruption. Thus, we conclude that
high time resolution o bservations of novae over longer tha n a month"s baseline are reeded to uncover
any possible underlying periodicity.
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